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Find the original 

analog thermometer

on the lid

Loosen the fixing nut 

from the back of the lid

(Counterclockwise)

Analog Thermometer

removed

START

STEP 1: Remove The Original Analog thermometer



Install the ambient temperature 

probe through the Oven hole
 on the lid

Add a metal gasket

from the back of the oven

while tightening the nut

(Clockwise)

Done

END

STEP 2: Install the New Smart Wireless thermometer on the lid



Search the keyword ‘ToGrill’ in Appstore or Google Play,

or scan the following QR code with your phone.

Download and install it for free.

Make sure your phone meets 

the requirements: 

iOS devices running version 11.0 or later

Android devices running version

5.0 or later 

with blue-tooth 4.0 module.

● Press and hold the button for more than 3 seconds when it is in 
   OFF mode, it will be powered on. And the LCD display will show‘ON’.

● if you do the same when it is in ON mode, it will be powered off.
● When there is no probe inserted in the device, it will be powered off 
   automatically.
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Activate device and pair with your phone

i：Chose the product you have on app

ii：Press the Pairing/Stop Alarm Button

      (on the top of the device)

Scan the QR Code on the device or right

Use ToGrill APP to Scan

Pairing：

Activate

device：
● Launch the‘ToGrill’ app, 

● Enable mobile phone permissions

● Follow the instructions in the app 
to activate the device

APP DOWNLOAD

DEVICE ACTIVATION
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App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play is a service mark of Google Inc.
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